Previous Approaches 2.1 MTC-based Approach: Monahan (2003)
It has long been argued that sentences with the embedded tolok-clause are an instance of OC (Kim (1978 (Kim ( , 1984 , Yang (1985) ). Recently, this view has been supported by Monahan's (2003) observation that the same sentences meet the standard diagnostics for the OC properties (from Williams (1980) and Hornstein (2001) ). Furthermore, Monahan (2003) convincingly shows that Case alternations found in the OC sentences with the tolok-complement can be better explained by the Movement Theory of Control (MTC, Hornstein (1999 , 2001 ) than the standard PRO Theory of Control (Chomsky (1981) , Chomsky and Lasnik (1993) ). Monahan suggests that the controller moves out of the tolok-clause leaving a copy, as in (3), and that FC is obtained by deleting a lower copy, as in (4a), while BC is made possible by eliminating a higher copy, as in (4b).
A Against the MTC-based approach, it is argued that sentences with the tolok-clause in Korean have little to do with OC. They instead suggest that null arguments are neither PRO nor an A-trace but pro, and their referential dependency with another argument in the matrix clause is either specified in meaning postulates (Cormack and Smith (2004) ) or is subject to syntactic or pragmatic binding principles in Reinhart's (1981) sense (Choe (2006) ). Although details are different, they basically suggest that the FC case in (1) is reinterpreted as (5), while the BC case in (2) involves two-step derivations in (6) and (7). Notice that since the null argument in the matrix clause in the BC case is assumed to be pro, the Rexpression Mary-NOM in the tolok-clause is likely to be bound by the c-commanding pro, which would incorrectly trigger Condition C effects, as in (6). In order to avoid this problem, they stipulate that the tolok-clause must be scrambled across the c-commanding pro, as in (7).
However, their approach encounters some problems. First, scrambling of the tolok-clause is not satisfactorily motivated, and it seems difficult to account for why a bound variable reading is available in sentences like (8). Second, the meaning postulates require the controller to be referentially dependent on an argument with an agent role, so an additional assumption needs to be made to explain the contrast between (9a) and (9b) regarding the controllee's thematic role.
(
Who is x such that John persuaded x that x would leave?' (cf. Choe (2006: (36a) It has also been claimed, as an alternative to the MTC-based approach, that the construction under discussion can be assimilated to the syntactic causative construction in (10), in that both constructions give rise to a causative-like reading and allow the controller/causer to take different case forms, as in (1), (2) and (10). In particular, Kim (1995) proposes that the null subjects in both constructions are pro, while Madigan (2008) comments on the categorial status of only the null subjects of the OC construction, taking them to be PRO.
(10) SYNTACTIC CAUSATIVE John-un Mary-ka/lul/eykey ttena-tolok/key hay-ss-ta. John-TOP Mary-NOM/ACC/DAT leave-COMP/COMP do-PAST-DECL 'John made Mary leave.' However, this kind of unified approach seems to run into some problems. First, a causal relation in the OC construction appears to be weaker than the one in the syntactic causative construction, although there is speaker variation. Second, the two constructions exhibit different results when the matrix verb is immediately preceded by a manner adverb, or when some syntactic operations apply (relevant examples omitted due to space limitation).
Proposed Analysis
Although Monahan's (2003) approach, which adopts the MTC at face value, appears to be on the right track in capturing exhaustive control (EC, in Landau's (1999) sense), it has been reported in the literature that control sentences with the tolok-clause permit other readings than EC, as in (11) (from Kim (1995: (167) , p.247) with some modification).
( Hornstein's (2001: Ch 2) idea for interpreting referentially dependent elements. At the heart of Hornstein's idea is the following disjunctive mechanism for assigning references to anaphoric arguments:
(12) a. Environments where OC is possible are those where A-movement of a controller can take place, and OC PRO can be reinterpreted as an A-trace. b. Environments where NOC is possible are those where A-movement of a potential antecedent cannot apply, and NOC PRO need to be reanalyzed as pro. Building on this mechanism, I suggest that there is more than one tolok-clause in Korean, which can be a complement or an adjunct depending on the syntactic environment they appear. As comprehensively discussed in Suh (1996: Ch 22) , tolok is normally defined as a subordinator of a clause that (i) denotes a purpose of the matrix event; (ii) expresses a result or degree of resulting state of the matrix event; or (iii) indicates the temporal end point of the matrix event, and so forth (illustration of relevant data precluded due to space reason). It is thus not surprising that the clause headed by the subordinator -tolok is found not only in OC and causative constructions, but also in various other contexts, such as resultatives, where the tolok-clauses can be diagnosed as adjuncts (cf. Shim and den Dikken (2009) for an analysis of the tolok-clauses as adjuncts in subject-oriented resultatives in Korean).
These facts also lead me to argue that the tolok-clauses with OC readings accompanied are complements, while those without are unselected adjuncts. Pieces of evidence in favor of this argument can be easily found. For instance, sentence (11) can be paraphrased as (13), and given that the maximum valency of control predicates is 'three,' it follows that the tolok-clause in this context should be an adjunct (cf. Kim (1995: 249-250 ) for a similar argument). CL-each have-COMP such instruction-ACC do-PAST-DECL 'The coach gave an instruction to the team captain so that (the players) have one ball per person.' Now we are left with a question about the categorial status of null subjects in the tolok-clauses that are analyzed as adjuncts here, thereby lacking the obligatory referential dependency. Given that Amovement (except scrambling) out of the adjunct is not allowed, it immediately follows that they are not A-traces but pro. One piece of evidence comes from the fact that (i) overt pronouns can be substituted for null subjects and (ii) NOMINATIVE Case is assigned, as in (14).
